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Abstract:

Research Question: This paper reviews different artificial intelligence (AI) techniques application in financial risk management. Motivation: Financial technology has significantly changed the business operations which required transformation of financial industry. The financial risk management needs to be restructured because the methods that have been used in the past became low effective. The artificial intelligence techniques proved their efficiency and contributed to fast, low-cost and improved financial risk management in both financial institutions and companies. Idea: The aim of this paper is to present a state of AI techniques application in financial risk management, as well as to point out the direction in which further application and development could be expected. Data: The analysis was conducted by reviewing various papers, books and reports on AI applications in financial risk management. Tools: The relevant literature systematization was used to provide answers to the question to what extent AI techniques (especially machine learning) could be used in managing financial risk management. Findings: Artificial intelligence largely improved the market risk and credit risk management through data preparation, modelling risk, stress testing and model validation. Artificial intelligence techniques can be useful in data quality assurance, text-mining for data augmentation and fraud detection. The financial technology will continue to affect the financial sector through requiring the adaption to new environment and new business models. Because of that, it could be expected that artificial intelligence will become part of the financial risk management framework. Contribution: This paper provides a review of artificial intelligence applications in market risk management, credit risk management and operational risk management. The paper identified the key AI techniques that could be used for financial risk management improvement because of financial industry transformation.
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1. Introduction

It is almost impossible today to manage financial risks without artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. There are a number of reasons for this, but undoubtedly one of the most important is the fact that traditional financial risk management approaches, methods and techniques became costly, time-consuming and insufficient. Namely, the adequate combination of traditional financial risk management and AI approaches can provide basis for effective business application. This can generate more efficiency, confidence and potential for operation and growth in modern turbulent business environment of each participant regardless the industry.

Over the past ten years the challenges and issues that need to be solved can be summarized as: market risk modelling (Day, 2017), evaluation of the so-called “market impact” (i.e., impact of firm’s own trading on market prices), validation of market risk management models (Regan et al., 2017), cost reduction through identification of assets in which it would be desirable to take position (Heaton et al., 2017).
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Financial technology (Fintech) development in the period of the last five years has led to a fast development of artificial intelligence techniques that improved the way in which financial industry operates. The use of different technologies (blockchain, artificial intelligence and big data analytics) has changed the financial industry and has enabled direct and easier access to financial services. Regardless of this, Fintech has introduced many risks that may deteriorate the participants’ protection (e.g., market risk incompliance, credit rating underestimation etc.). This led to a disruption of finance, and within this, the need for financial risk management transformation and improvement. Financial risk management will continue to use new technologies so that it can provide efficiency and a more reliable decision-making. In this regard, the use of AI became inevitable for both financial institutions and corporations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the section two, the relationship between AI and financial risk management is presented. Section three is about the use of AI in market risk management. Section four considers the possibilities of AI use in credit risk management. The use of AI in operational risk management is presented in section five. The challenge of AI in financial risk management is analysed in section six. Finally, concluding remarks and the directions for further research are given in section seven.

2. AI in Financial Risk Management

Financial risk management today is in the process of transforming because of the influence of Fintech that led to financial sector disruption. Financial risk management is a practice of optimizing the way financial institutions or corporations can take on financial risk. In broader terms, AI is part of Fintech and it has already changed the mode in which the financial risk is managed. Besides, AI has helped financial risk management by increasing the decision-making efficiency.

As it is already mentioned, AI is broad-field oriented towards the use of different techniques based on human-like intelligence. These techniques use past experience (e.g., different data sets) in an efficient and intelligent way (mimic to human behaviour). The key AI technique is machine learning that enables data preparation and predictions which can be valuable for financial risk decision-making.

Machine learning types are supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning is based on collected data and tries to predict the outcome by using partial least squares, principal component analysis, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, least angle regression, ridge, decision tress, support vector machine, artificial neural networks and deep learning techniques (van Liebergen, 2017).

All the mentioned techniques can be used in financial risk management. Hence, some techniques are used more often in credit risk management. For example, principal component analysis is commonly used for credit repayment risk determination, credit assessment along with artificial neural networks (Hamdy and Hussein, 2016) but also as an input for neural networks for asset price and stock indices predictions (Wang and Wang, 2015) and equity portfolio management.

In addition, support vector machine learning has been used for default risk predictions (Nazemi et al., 2018), credit scoring (Harris, 2015), credit default prediction (Aberin et al., 2018), credit risk evaluation (Lean, 2014), estimation of Value-at-Risk (Radvic and Stankovic, 2015) etc. A combination of support vector machine with some other machine learning techniques (e.g., neural networks) showed advantages in comparison with traditional ones.

The unsupervised techniques are used for better classification among the data and for the creation of cluster groups enabling to get signals that might be included in decision-making.

Finally, deep learning and neural networks should be viewed as a part of both supervised and unsupervised machine learning because they can be applied to outcome prediction (e.g., level of market or credit risk) as well as to learning from data and providing more reliable indicators for financial risk management. Artificial neural networks are widely used for credit risk prediction (Pacelli and Azzollini, 2011), credit risk evaluation and asset price predictions.

Deep learning combines artificial neural networks with techniques that enable an automatical discovering of the representative data for variable detection and/or to make classification from data. In other words, deep learning uses a hierarchical level of artificial neural networks that enables processing the data using a nonlinear approach. This technique represents a new technique which adds so-called hidden layers (variables) to input data and allows for modelling the influences among them. That way deep learning helps
solving the problem known as a “black box”. This is of great importance for financial risk management because the “black box” is immanent in financial risk decision-making. Deep learning can be used for estimation of asset pricing models for individual stock returns through combining different deep learning techniques (Chen et al., 2019). Besides, deep learning can be applied in market risk management, trading book risk management of banks, trading risk prediction etc. (Kim et al., 2019).

3. Use of AI in Market Risk Management

Market risk refers to changes in financial instruments' or contracts' values due to unpredicted fluctuations in asset prices, i.e., commodity prices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates and other market indices. In other words, market risk is the risk of portfolio's value fluctuations due to changes in price level or market price volatility (Bogojevic Arsic, 2009, p. 333). This suggests that every participant in financial market is exposed to market risk, directly or indirectly. Depending of the financial strength and the position size exposed to this risk, participants need to manage this risk. In this regard, financial institutions strive to manage this risk actively choosing the type of market risk to which they want to be exposed based on their knowledge about market prices' volatility. In contrast, nonfinancial companies seek for mitigating or, if possible, removing this risk together with other risk types (to mitigate market risk or to eliminate it along with other risk types). AI techniques can be helpful and their implementation in market risk management may lead to significant improvements. Machine learning as core AI technique can contribute to better market risk management the most.

The Financial Stability Board (2017) points out that market risk management has benefited from AI use in every stage of the process, i.e., from data preparation, to modelling, stress testing and model validation. The major contribution in data preparation gave machine learning techniques which proved their ability to deal with raw data taken from financial market and institutions or companies.

Machine learning techniques (such as decision trees, neural networks and deep learning) showed that they can be used for cleaning the data, but also that they are able to, to some extent, overcome the missing or inaccurate data problem which is presented in papers of García-Laencina et al. (2007), García-Laencina et al. (2008), Twala (2009), Ding and Simonoff (2010), Ghrobani and Zou (2018) and Wang et al. (2019).

Different machine learning techniques are also applied in classification which enabled more accurate data to be then used as inputs for model creation. This model includes also risk of using inadequate or incomplete or incorrect or, in some instances, risk of using the model that is no longer valid. In this regard, AI techniques (e.g., different machine learning techniques) can be used for market model stress testing for unintentional risk determination. In addition, model stress testing can be used in identification of risk which influences the trading behaviour and which can provide the benchmark or feedback mechanism for market risk decisions improvement or modification.

A number of financial institutions have tried to use machine learning for Value-at-Risk estimation and expected shortfall (Wilkens, 2019), but also to trading books because this has become a significant source of risk during the financial crisis in 2009 (such as PNP Paribas). Depending on model risk, source of risk and measurement of risk, the possible implementation of AI differs (Klein et al., 2015).

Abramov et al. (2017) gave an overview on how to run market risk model validation and how machine learning techniques should be used so that the market risk managers could make better decisions regarding market risk reduction and quantification of acceptable market risk level.

In one word, AI applications are inevitable because of their potential to lower the operating costs and provide more reliable data for financial risk management decision-making, which in turn enables financial institutions and companies, not only to survive, but to compete and grow.

4. Use of AI in Credit Risk Management

Credit risk is the risk of economic loss due to counterparty's inability to meet its contractual obligations. Accordingly, credit risk represents a risk of incurring loss because of borrower default or because of his credit quality reduction (Bogojevic Arsic, 2009, p. 439). The credit risk management represents a process of risk factors identification and analysis, measuring the risk level and selecting the appropriate measures of credit activities management in order to lower and/or to eliminate the credit risks. Over the past few
decades a range of different statistical techniques have been used in credit risk management. But with the emergence of Fintech, those methods became insufficient and frequently not efficient enough in dealing with credit risk. Due to incompleteness of traditional techniques use in credit risk modelling, financial institutions started to use AI techniques for credit risk management enhancement.

AI techniques have shown better performance in credit risk modelling in comparison with traditional statistical techniques, but only their combination can improve accuracy (Altman et al., 1994). The most complex task is the credit risk assessment with AI techniques (such as machine learning). AI can help in credit event determination and cost of default estimation in the situations where credit risk occurs (Bogojevic Arsic, 2020).

Machine learning is used for enhanced lending decisions, both consumer and small and medium-sized enterprises lending. Decision trees and support vector machine application can provide significant cost savings (Khandani et al., 2010) and better credit risk modelling (Yao et al., 2015). The use of multivariate outlier detection machine learning techniques improved credit risk estimation in small and medium-sized enterprises lending (Figini et al., 2017). Besides, deep reinforcement learning method as a novel method for feature selection can be used for credit risk analysis improvement (Ha and Nguyen, 2016).

In addition, machine learning techniques helped lending-based crowdfunding development through improvement of credit scoring and credit rating profiles creation which helped the borrowers (especially, the startups and small companies) to get loans and lenders to have trust in the data presented and to be willing to extend the loans (Byanjankar et al., 2015) (Ha et al. 2019).

Finally, deep learning has proven its advantages in comparison with traditional techniques in credit default prediction and credit risk prediction both in traditional and alternative lending through lending platforms and credit (Son et al., 2016; Thang et al., 2019; Van-Sang et al., 2019; Hou, 2020).

5. Use of AI in Operational Risk Management

Operational risk is the risk of incurring loss due to physical decay, technical incompetence and human error in business operations of enterprises and institutions, including the fraud, unsuccessful management and process errors (Bogojevic Arsic, 2009, p. 530). However, this type of risk for each enterprise or institution has a different meaning because of their specifics (e.g., business portfolio structure, risk preferences etc.) that affect operating risk exposures. In this regards, AI can help enterprises and institutions in every stage of operational risk process (Sanford and Moosa, 2015).

A study conducted by the ORX Association, the largest operational risk association in the financial sector, showed that risk managers concluded that AI should be more included in operational risk management and that investing in AI tools application could provide running business in a more competitive, predictive, low costing, less risky and a more efficient way (Carrivick and Westphal, 2019).

AI can be useful in creating an adequate strategy of operational risk mitigation as well as in deciding whether to shift or to trade this risk and how to do this. The application of AI in operational risk management has to start from data preparation and classification and analysis of large data and the performances to prevent external losses).

The AI, and especially the machine learning, can contribute operational risk management through (Carrivick and Westphal, 2019):

- Reduction or elimination of time-consuming and repetitive tasks and process (e.g., some financial institutions managed to reduce the number of processes that needed to be reviewed),
- Deeper insight into data (to get valuable data),
- Easier decision-making process based on providing both wider and more concise information,
- Development of skilled employees and managers that communicate with regulators and
- Customers, and economy of scale through speed and accuracy throughout the organization.

The main areas where machine learning techniques can support operational risk management are: data quality assurance, text-mining for data augmentation and fraud detection (Carrivick and Westphal, 2019).

Machine learning can be helpful in collecting quality data by identifying duplicated data entries and extreme data values more accurately (e.g., to unsystematic or less probable risk identification). Application of
machine learning may help to analyze the large amounts of data needed for risk management (e.g., internal and external loss data, internal risk indicators, macroeconomic data etc.) and to store and maintain data. In this way, different machine learning techniques can make a categorization of individual entries and augment the data. Finally, the most common use of machine learning is to detect the fraud and money laundering. The fraud is not easy to detect and is commonly done by financial transaction classification into suspicious and harmless. Machine learning can help by appropriate classification of these transactions as well as by reduction of false alarms where fraudulent transactions are overlooked. The common machine learning implementation is useful in preventing credit card fraud detection, but it can also be used for securities fraud detection (stock fraud, foreign exchange fraud, commodity pool fraud etc.).


Evolution of AI in financial risk management is multidimensional and depends on many variables (nature of business, specific business lines, organizational structure, geography, regulations etc.).

Chartis research (2019, p.45) indicates that AI techniques have been mostly applied in retail banking, commercial banking and capital market financial risk management. In retail banking AI has used for modelling improvements and stress testing through supervised machine learning techniques and classification methods (such as support vector machine and decision trees). The further development of AI implementation will be toward behavioural models, scenario generation and behavioural and segmentation integration in asset pricing and portfolio optimization. Commercial banks represent a great challenge to AI application because of their relatively poor data management with big and complex documentation, not well structured data of benchmarks and credit curves. Some activities, such as passive strategies, need to be automated to some extent to ensure profitable operating. Besides, AI applications could be expected in scenario creation and testing, credit risk analytics and credit portfolio management. Lastly, in capital markets AI (i.e., different machine learning techniques) has been applied for database creation, yield curve and volatility surface anomaly detection and portfolio construction. In the near future more sophisticated and advanced AI applications can be expected in scenario creation, model validation, portfolio optimization and credit and equity risk modelling.

Conclusion

The further development of Fintech will continue to influence significantly the financial risk management. This influence will require further financial risk management transformation and change. In this regard, it could be expected that AI will become part of financial risk management framework of financial institutions and other participants in the financial market. This means that AI would provide automation and simplification in data management, improved stress testing and scenario generation and new methodology for dealing with complex, multivariable problems and non-linear optimization (Chartis research, 2019, p.48). In addition, wider application could be expected in equity-based and lending-based crowdfunding through facilitation and acceleration of raising capital by equity issuance or loan approval to potential borrowers. Besides, AI can contribute to improving credit scoring of potential borrowers and creation of their credit rating which is essential for platforms' functioning as an intermediary in the crowdfunding process.

Based on the above, it follows that there are no barriers to AI techniques application in financial risk management. The application of these techniques will deliver accurate real-time information on financial risk types to which institutions and companies are exposed and which need to be managed in an advanced manner. Namely, efficient and improved financial risk management will combine traditional statistical techniques with AI techniques, such as deep learning, artificial neural networks and advanced classification methods.
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